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daoist canon - fabriziopregadio - the index of this new version of the canon is followed by lists of texts used
as “base editions”, including all works in the zhengtong daozang. this provides a way to locate zhengtong
daozang texts in the zhonghua daozang, and vice versa. schipper, kristofer. concordance du tao-tsang: titres
des ouvrages (─ ). paris: École 9 taoist books on the elixir - 9 taoist books on the elixir a short bibliography
... taoist canon. references to volumes of the zhengtong daozang (taoist ... !•!schipper, kristofer m., and
franciscus verellen, eds., the taoist canon: a historical companion to the daozang, pp. 378-79 (chicago
university press, daoist canon and the christian bible. ubin hoi - daoist canon and the christian bible.
subin choi. stephen bokenkamp. early daoist scripture. ... kristofer schipper, and franciscus verellen. the taoist
canon: a historical companion to the daozang. chicago: university of chicago press, 2005. wilfred cantwell
smith. where to begin: five (or more) books about daoism - the library the taoist canon: a historical
companion to the daozang, edited by kristofer schipper and franciscus verellen. this is a three-volume set that
gives a short synopsis of each of the 1,500 texts that make up the daoist canon, or daozang, a ming-era
compendium of daoist texts. it is a towering earnings quality by jennifer francis per olsson katherine ...
- the taoist canon a historical companion to the daozang vol 2 the modern period by franciscus verellen
kristofer schipper editors ... by franciscus verellen kristofer schipper editors experience sampling method
measuring the quality of everyday life by joel m hektner jennifer a bibliography for daoist studies bibliography for daoist studies ... “the taoist canon: a guide to studies and reference works.” ... schipper,
kristofer, ed. 1965. baopuzi neipian tongjian 抱朴子內 篇通檢/concordance ... the daoist tradition thrs 316 s 02 sitesndiego - the taoist body. by kristofer schipper. the taoist canon. edited by kristofer schipper and
franciscus verellen. the taoist experience. by livia kohn. evaluation: you are responsible for reviewing,
understanding, and keeping all matters outlined in this syllabus and in any other handouts. researching east
asian philosophy and religion - researching east asian philosophy and religion ... the basic texts of the
taoist tradition are available in the so-called taoist canon that ... bl 1900 a1 t26x 1986 note the following work
provides an index to titles in the canon: schipper, kristofer marinus., comp. concordance du tao-tsang: titres
des ouvrages. École française d'extrême ... the historical contours of taoism in china: thoughts on ... were profoundly affected by the writings of scholars such as kristofer schipper, who sought to ... naturally from
the study of the texts in the taoist canon."16 for one thing, the tao-tsang incorpo-rates numerous texts that
simply do not represent "taoism" as he defined it. on the one hand, it 332 book reviews - nanzan
university - schipper, kristofer, and franciscus verellen, editors., the taoist canon: a historical companion to
the daozang. chicago: university of chicago press, 2004. xix + 1637 pages. illustrations, indices. set of 3 vols.
cloth us$150.00. isbn 0-226-73817-5. one century ago, taoism was threatened with death. the society in which
it lived the empress and the heavenly masters - project muse - orientalia 56 (2003): 379–98; kristofer
schipper, the taoist body, trans. karen c. duval (berkeley: university of california press, 1993), 82–88. 4 here,
“imperial” refers to the emperor and empress. a set of ordination documents belonging to a prince survives
from the eighteenth century, although much less grand. title the religion of china: the living tradition
author(s ... - kristofer schipper has been a towering influence on the study of daoism and chinese religion
over the past five decades, but, besides his well-known daoist body1 and his monumental handbook to the
daoist canon2, the rest of his published work has been dispersed in obscure and hard-to-find publications.
society and the supernatural in song china - muse.jhu - kristofer schipper, “an outline of taoist ritual,”
paper prepared for the in-ternational conference on asian rituals and the theory of ritual, berlin
(wissenschaftkolleg), june 1984, 1. 22. schipper, “vernacular and classical ritual in daoism,” 45. ... subsequent
references to the texts of the daoist canon are by title number in le corps taoiste, corps physique~corps
social. col ... - schipper, kristofer. le corps taoiste, corps physique~corps social. ... schipper integrates
firsthand knowledge of taoist practices into a study of liturgical and canonical material from the taoist canon.
this book does not represent an ethnographical survey of modern practices nor painting outside the lines:
how daoism shaped conceptions ... - when referring to works in the ming-era daoist canon (zhengtong
daozang), i cite them by the abbreviation dz, ... kristofer mhipper and franciscus verellen, eds. the taoist
canon: a histori cal companion to the daozang. chicago, il: university of chicago press, 2004. eot. some
wondrous effects of inner calm, as described and ... - (the dz number is the number under which the
text is catalogued in kristofer schipper and franciscus verellen eds., the taoist canon: a historical companion to
the daozang.) also surviving are his zhouyi jishuo clö@Ú (siku quanshu university of hawai'i library acknowledgments i would like to thank the members of my thesis committee-poul andersen, helen baroni, and
edward davis-----for their ongoing support and patience in this long distance endeavor. extra thanks are due to
poul andersen for his suggestions regarding the history and iconography ofyisheng and zhenwu, as well as his
help with translation. quanzhen daoists in chinese society and culture, 1500–2010 - daozang editions
are listed by their number in kristofer schipper and franciscus verellen, eds. the taoist canon: a historical
companion to the daozang. 3 vols. chicago: university of chicago press, 2004. key passages from the original
sources are provided in chinese charac-ters without pinyin romanization. conventions buddha-nature and
dao-nature of medieval china - ttc: the taoist canon: a historical companion to the daozang 燗瞹湖暜, see
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schipper, kristofer and franciscus verellen, ed. 2004. x: manji shinsan dainippon zoku zōkyō 卍烌磑大日本礢瞹煝 (a
revised version of the kyoto supplement to the manji edition of the canon). 1975–1989. ed. kawamura kōshō
棅束朜照. a study of the central scripture of laozi (laozi zhongjing) - hcd the taoist canon: a historical
companion to the daozang, 3 vols., ed. kristofer schipper and franciscus verellen, chicago: university of
chicago press, 2004. htj huangting jing 黃庭經, referring to both taishang huangting neijing yujing 太上黃庭內景玉經 (ct
331) and taishang huangting waijing yujing 太上黃庭外景玉經 (ct 332 the illumination of ritual: lu xiujing’s
reflections on ... - the illumination of ritual: lu xiujing’s reflections on the retreat franciscus verellen i rejoice
in the law, my betrothed ... his organization of the first taoist canon, and his patronage of the new corpus of
lingbao scriptures , dating to ... work numbers here and below are according to kristofer schipper and
franciscus verellen, eds., the ... ritualization of texts and textualization of ritual in the ... - 2 kristofer
schipper, "vernacular and classical ritual in taoism," journal of asian studies 45, no. 1 (november 1985): 21-51,
and "the written memorial in taoist ceremonies," in religion and ritual in chinese society, ed. arthur p. wolf
(stanford, calif.: stanford university press, 1974), pp. 309-24. the essential rumi the soul of rumi: a new
collection of ... - saso, michael (1995) the gold pavilion: taoist ways to peace, healing, and long life, tuttle
schipper, kristofer (1993) taoist body, university of california press seem, mark (1989) bodymind energetics,
healing arts press siou, lily (1988) chi kung, unlisted hong kong publisher teeguarden, iona (1987) the joy of
feeling, japan publications the early lingbao transmission ritual: a critical study of ... - for the ling-pao
canon’) of his book drew heavily on the shoudu yi (which he translated into english), but more often he used
this ritual manual as supporting textual evidence. benn’s study alsohad defects:hedid not endeavor to track
downthe textual sourcesofthe shoudu yi; and his reading of the text was sometimes inaccurate. catalogue of
the daozang jiyao 道藏輯要目錄 - companion schipper, kristofer m., and franciscus verellen, eds., the taoist canon:
a historical companion to the daozang (chicago: chicago university press, 2004). references are to volume and
page numbers, and to the authors of entries. daoism ... the celestial worthy taiyi, who delivers from
suffering ... - while the painting bears no label or text, the bearded figure can be identified through its
iconography as the celestial worthy taiyi (grand unity), who delivers 330 book reviews - asianethnology schipper, kristofer, and franciscus verellen, editors., the taoist canon: a historical companion to the daozang.
chicago: university of chicago press, 2004. xix + 1637 pages. illustrations, indices. set of 3 vols. cloth
us$150.00. isbn 0-226-73817-5. one century ago, taoism was threatened with death. the society in which it
lived editing and translating the taiping jing and the great ... - editing and translating the taiping jing
and the great peace textual corpus gr egoire espesset ... 2 ct # refers to the numbering in concordance du taotsang, ed. kristofer schipper (paris: École française d’extrême-orient, 1975). ... (schipper, in the taoist canon, p.
280). in primary east asia: its culture and history - university at albany - and canon. this course fulfills
the general education category international perspectives by meeting learning objectives focused on a “region
beyond europe.” such courses enable students to demonstrate: 1. knowledge of the distinctive features (e.g.
history, institutions, economies, societies, cultures) of asia pacific reconstructing taoism’s
transformation in china - 2/9/2017 reconstructing taoism’s transformation in china - the new york times ...
the religious texts are found in a huge collection called the taoist canon. until ... now have for example the
work of kristofer schipper and franciscus verellen that gives a date for every document. so the taoist canon
can be used as an alternative history ... the formation of fiction in the journey to the west - the
formation of fiction in the journey to the west... palais neufs, échafaudages, blocs, ... 3 see, e.g., kristofer
schipper and franciscus verellen, eds., the taoist canon: a histori-cal companion to the daozang (chicago: u.
chicago p., 2004); the special issue of journal of daoism: religion, history and society 1 (2009) - verellen
has published widely in the fields of regional cultural history and daoism, including the taoist canon: a
historical companion to the daozang, 3 volumes, edited with kristofer schipper, the university of chicago press,
2004 (association of american publishers 2005 award for excellence in professional and scholarly 0n-w e s x
zvb@[xx10 journal of chinese studies no. 48 - 2008 - basis of a genuine daoist religious tradition as the
great clarity (taiqing 太清) canon.5 these texts originated in eastern anhui c. 200 as part of the eastward
transmission of early—non-daoist—religious culture from the region of ancient chu 楚 toward the southeastern
coastal region. daoism: religion, history and society 5 (2013) - verellen has published widely in the fields
of regional cultural history and daoism, including the taoist canon: a historical companion to the daozang, 3
volumes, edited with kristofer schipper, the university of chicago press, 2004 (association of american
publishers 2005 award for excellence in professional and scholarly franciscus verellen worldpolicyconference - guangting (850-933): taoïste de cour à la fin de la chine médiévale, collège de
france, 1989, and the taoist canon: a historical companion to the daozang, 3 volumes, edited with kristofer
schipper, the university of chicago press, 2004 (association of american publishers 2005 award for excellence
in professional and revelation between orality and writing in early imperial ... - revelation between
orality and writing in early imperial china: the epistemology of the taiping jing grégoire espesset*
abbreviations ctt kristofer schipper, ed., concordance du tao-tsang: titres des ouvrages (paris: ecole française
d’extrême-orient, 1975). ... the tpj in the taoist canon is not divided into “sections” ... seatide dissemination
workshop 1 provisional program 18 ... - regional culture in medieval china and the history of taoism,
including the taoist canon: a historical companion to the daozang, 3 volumes (the university of chicago press,
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2004, edited with kristofer schipper). patrice fava 范華 afec - f.hypotheses - collaboration au programme de
kristofer schipper « dongtian fudi » (grottes célestes, terres de bonheur). ... “the body of laozi and the course
of a taoist journey through the heavens”, in asian medicine, tradition and modernity, vol. 4 n° 2, brill, 2009. ...
《道藏》 le canon taoïste， (10mn)，cnrs images, 2010. 《斗姆朝科 ... stanford encyclopedia of philosophy edisciplinasp - stanford encyclopedia of philosophy religious daoism ... the way the terms d aoj i a and d aoj i
ao occur in the texts preserved in the ming canon [published in 1445], we see that they are practically
synonymous and interchangeable. —kristofer schipper (schipper and verellen 2004: 6) there could be no better
introduction to the present ... kiinalainen lääketiede ja unet - kiinalainenlaaketiede - 11 kristofer
schipper ja franciscus verellen (toim.), the taoist canon – a historical companion to the daozang – vol 3. the
university of chicago press, chicago & london, 2004, isbn: 978-0226738178 12 taolainen kaanon, teos dz1074,
zhèng tǒng dào zàng huán zhēn jí juǎn zhōng méng shuō《正統道藏 還真集 卷中 夢說》 abhandlungen fÜr die kunde
des morgenlandes im auftrag der ... - abhandlungen fÜr die kunde des morgenlandes im auftrag der
deutschen morgenländischen gesellschaft herausgegeben von florian c. reiter band 83 2013 drugs, destiny,
and disease in medieval china: situating ... - drugs, destiny, and disease in medieval china 117 this
emphasis on social forms as produced, in part, by technical practice, stands in contrast to earlier studies of
daoist drug use. index of zhengtong daozang - goldenelixir - the authors and titles of books in two
collections of taoist literature. beijing: yenching university. (harvard-yenching institute sinological index series,
no. 25.) repr. taipei: chengwen, 1966. dt ren jiyu 任繼愈 and zhong zhaopeng 鍾肇鵬, eds. 2005. daozang tiyao 道藏提要
[descriptive notes on the taoist canon]. third revised edition. 2 ritual foundations - leiden repository - the
ming daoist canon, only represents the view of the daoist clergy, and probably only that of a selected few, on
heavenly court paintings and their ritual praxis. no specific attempt is made to qualify this view further with
regard to other social groups involved in the production of the paintings. these are discussed in the next
chapters.
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